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Introducing Faly Basse
“Nobody really knows just how far a player
can go and I will never be the coach that will
tell any player that their goal is impossible.
At Faly Academy we will always strive to
help each player set realistic goals and
provide the most progressive learning
environment to help them reach their full
potential. I believe our training approach
makes players look differently at the game
and themselves as a player. They begin to
see what they are capable of becoming both
on and off the soccer field. Watching each
player grow as individuals and be successful makes myself and all my coaches extremely proud.
“Faly Basse”

Vision Statement
Faly Academy is led by a passionate group of bilingual footballers with International semi and
professional experience. They strive to help each player in the Academy achieve their personal
best. No matter the level of play, the coaches create individualized training programs for each
player and leverage partnerships to support their future in the game.

Mission Statement
We strive to nurture and empower our players to achieve their own personal best both on and
off the field.
Community, Leadership, Mentoring, and Excellence in Soccer Development will equal maximum
results no matter what the individual’s desire and potential.
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FALY ACADEMY FACT SHEET
Bilingual Football Academy
Established: 2010
Technical Director: Faly Basse - Canada Soccer
National B License
Director of Sports Medicine: Sean Campbell
Cypress Physiotherapy & Health
Head Coach: Ange Bourangon

Corporate Sponsor 2018-2020:
• Connor, Clark & Lunn Financial Group
• 100% Funding from our corporate sponsor
goes directly to players with financial need
Player Enrollment
• Full Elite Team Rosters (U13-U21)
• 387 - Total 2018/2019 Enrollment
• 140 - Elite and Pre-Elite Teams
• 123 - School Programs
• 124 - Development & Camp Programs
Training Locations:
• Mulgrave School, West Vancouver
• Collingwood School, West Vancouver
• Empire Fields, Vancouver
During and After School Programs:
• Collingwood School, West Vancouver
(Head Coach Senior Soccer team)
• École des Pionniers, Port Coquitlam
• École Rose-des-Vents, Vancouver
• École Anne Hébert, Vancouver
• École Cousteau, North Vancouver
• École André Piolat, North Vancouver

Academy Development Programs:
• Elite Team (U14-U18)
• Pre-Elite Teams (U7-U13)
• Goalie Development
• Group Development (boys and girls)
• Semi-Private and Private Development
• Spring Break and Summer Camps
• Pre–Season Conditioning Sessions
• FC Metz Development Camps
• During and after school programs and teams
Tournament Highlights
• 2019 SX International Cup U18 Premiere – 1st Place
• 2019 Paris World Games U15 – 2nd Place
• 2019 U21 Doug Day Provincial Cup – 1st place
• 2018 San Marino Cup 2018 – 1st and 2nd place
• 2017 Paris World Cup 2017 – semi & quarter finalist
• 2016 Paris World Cup 2016 – quarter finalists
HPL Player Selections
• 2018/2019 - 5 players selected
Partnerships
• FC Metz
• BCASL
• Cypress Physiotherapy & Health
• Options Solutions – University Counseling
• SAAC Membership
• BC Soccer Associate Membership
What Sets Us Apart:
• See www.falyacademy.com for details
• Excellence in coaching and Sports Medicine
• Language and culture
• Strong sense of community
• FC Metz partnership

Faly Academy • 3701 Hastings Street, Unit 410 Burnaby, BC Canada V5C 2H6 • www.falyacademy.com • Email: info@falyacademy.com
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AGE 9
The roots of this academy began
in France when many of the
coaches were 9-10 years old.
They were all childhood
friends who attended the
same elementary school and
their friendships through
those early years developed a strong
brother like bond. They all shared a passion
for soccer. Some of the group played
competitively for European clubs and a few
of them moved up through the system to
play at a very high level. But amongst them
all, it was Faly who truly excelled.

YOUTH NATIONALS
At the age of 13, Faly was
scouted and was given the
opportunity to train and play
at the Youth National level for France. This was
a very intense and challenging time for Faly,
but his hard work and determination brought
him great success. Within two short years, at
the age of 15, faly became a semi-pro soccer
athlete and was selected to play for France’s
top team. When he was 17, he had the honor
of being selected for the French National team
and competed extensively throughout Europe.

NATIONAL TEAM
Life always throws curve
balls and for Faly, his career
changed dramatically when
he suffered a significant injury
that took him 8 months to recover
from. While recovering from his injury,
his motivation to continue to play at the
National level began to wane and he
decided to think about other life options.

After his recovery, he continued his playing
career for teams in Germany and England.
While he was playing in England his childhood
friends followed him there and this is where
Faly’s dream for his own academy started.

Since then, their academy and the players
they coach have been their primary focus.
The dream to develop great soccer players
continues with every player they coach
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The Beautiful Game
SOCCER HAS BEEN CALLED the “beautiful game” and for good reason. In many parts of
the world, soccer (or “football”, as it’s called outside of North America) is almost a religion,
with boys playing the sport morning, noon and night, many dreaming of becoming the next
Cristiano Ronaldo or Lionel Messi. The FIFA World Cup is the most widely viewed sporting
event on television, attracting 3.57B viewers in 2018, more than half the world’s population. For
technical director Faly Basse, a former French National team player and a nationally certified
coach, his objective is to bring the passion and excitement of this beautiful game to school-age
British Columbians. Faly successfully imparts to his players the skills, creativity and techniques
that were taught to him decades earlier when he was schoolboy in France.
Faly Academy, operated by Faly and his head coach Ange Bourangon, a former professional
player for Swiss football clubs and a certified early child educator, has student registrations of
over 500 players, making the Academy one of the largest in the Vancouver Lower Mainland.
With over nine elite and development programs and six school programs, for students of
all ages, the Academy has designed and implemented soccer curricula that caters to each
individual’s skill level, objectives, and future goals.
Even though the Academy has sent players to win tournaments at home and abroad (winner of
the 2018 San Marino Cup, 2019 Paris World Cup and 2019 U21 Doug Day Cup Provincial Finals),
collecting trophies and prizes is not the Academy’s first priority. “It’s about the developing
the player’s overall character and temperament, on and off the field, that’s important to us,”
says Faly. After the euphoria of tournament wins have worn off, Faly tells his players that “it’s
business as usual”, reminding them to concentrate on their drills and practice routines, to get
plenty of sleep, focus on schooling and to watch what they eat.
Like any other national sport, soccer is incredibly competitive, and players can be put under
pressure to win in league, provincial or national championships. It is precisely when players are
under pressure that all their hours of training, drills, and practice bear fruit. Players must think
quickly, read the direction of the game, and make critical decisions that can impact the outcome
of matches. While techniques such as ball control, attacking, and dribbling are requisite for any
player, mental agility is equally important. Faly Academy teaches players the discipline, critical
thinking, and analysis needed to succeed. By playing
in a teamwork environment, where everyone’s
contribution is valued, players build self-esteem
and personal responsibility over the long term.
The Academy’s mission is to turn boys into mature,
confident young men.
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Academy players develop the proficiency and top skill-level to attend demanding College ID
Camps and play in showcase tournaments where they are scouted by college, NCAA, USport
and CCAA coaches from throughout Canada and the U.S. Over the past two years, six of the
Academy’s Elite players were given the opportunity to train and tryout to play for professional
clubs in Europe. There were also five pre-Elite players selected to play in the 2018-19 HPL (High
Performance League).
The Academy has partnered with university and educational consultant Options Solutions to
provide Elite players with workshops on the recruitment process in Canada and the United
States. The Academy’s U21 Program prepares mature players with tryouts for university teams
in Division 1 and 2, and professional football clubs in North America and Europe. Others from
the Program may choose teaching and coaching within the soccer field.

Our Elite players are starting to graduate. Two are currently committed to
Universities in Canada and the US and many more are currently in the recruiting
process with prominent North American Universities.
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Development for All Players
Regardless of their level of soccer, no player gets turned away at Faly Academy. Coaches
assess the skill level of each individual, and carefully assign them to programs which suit their
playing style or skill level – whether it’s beginner or intermediate or advanced. The Academy
boasts the largest French language program in Vancouver, with coaches teaching at five French
immersion schools in the Lower Mainland. All coaches deliver European soccer instruction in
English-French. The Academy arranges Spring Break and Summer Camps, Pre-season camps,
and Goalie Development.
As any professional athlete will tell you, a big part of the game is about mental agility and
concentration of the mind. Academy players develop their “Soccer IQ” through mental
discipline, risk-taking and critical decision making. Over time, the boys are better able to
regulate their emotions and maintain mental stamina when put under pressure, consistently
attaining high levels of performance and key athletic objectives in games and tournaments.
“No player gets turned away.”
The youth of today are busier than in previous years, so the Academy wants to ensure that
players have fun during practice and during games, on and off the pitch. The Academy fosters
a family-like environment (Faly and head coach Ange, a certified early childhood educator have
been boyhood friends), collaborating and meeting with parents on a regular basis. Faly and his
coaches give regular updates to parents on player development. A parent committee, working
with Academy staff, organizes BBQs, parent-only tournaments, and others social events to
foster a strong sense of community.
Although Faly and his team have been coaching girls’ and women’s soccer as volunteers for
years, the Academy does not currently have a formal program for girls. But starting in 2020,
Faly Academy will be registering girls into its Elite, Pre-Elite and Development Programs
for tournaments and provincial and national competitions. The same attention to detail and
planning undertaken for the boys will go into creating curricula and development programs for
the girls’ teams.
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Long Term Player Development Program
Without a solid foundation of integrity and desire to instil the culture of what grass roots soccer
is all about, the Faly Academy would not exist. It is therefore imperative to design a program
of training and development around the very basics of the beautiful game to incorporate
every aspect of its genetic make-up from desire to technical ability. Success is ultimately the
individual players achieving their potential at all levels.
It is well understood that soccer is a team sport and the simple point of the end result being
to score more goals than your opponent to win the game. To achieve this, players need to
be adaptable to various scenarios that occur throughout the minutes being played. The Faly
Academy recognizes that all players demonstrate signs of weaknesses and strengths in the
various positions but find it important to encourage an adaptation and understanding of their
less comfortable roles which consequently trains a defender to attack and an attacker to
defend. This effectively makes up ‘the team’. The technical program will set out the road map
to produce players who know how to vary their approach to games and situations which
break-out throughout a match, both on and off the ball. Technique, to the Faly Academy, goes
well beyond what happens with the ball at your feet.
With this work ethic and personal accountability towards the team, the development of
the individual becomes the focus of attention. The Faly Academy is a soccer family which
recognizes personalities as much as it identifies talent. The careful blend and management of
the two combined is yet another foundation towards the development of the individual person
concerned. There must be enjoyment for the players and as such, it’s a natural instinct for
them to navigate towards the skills they show most promise with, and the Faly Academy is a
big believer behind this approach. Why not make a good striker become a great striker? With
this being said, weaknesses can be improved, parallel to the support shown to key strengths
and yet again, the soccer program takes this into consideration by building a profile of each
player individually. This is monitored and discussed on a one to one basis; the net result being a
custom program for all whilst maintaining a team spirit in line with the games principles.
Mental strength cannot be overstated. The Faly Academy wishes every player to ‘believe’ in
themselves and to appreciate that there are no limits to what they can learn or what they can
achieve. Understanding one’s own potential is embraced and this sets personal goals for the
individual person, no matter what those levels actually are, be it simply for the amateur game
with friends or aspirations towards the grandeur of professional status. Realistic goals have
to be set and it is highly important for all players to have regular and easy access to all of the
coaches to work together on these personal objectives.
“I am not a perfectionist, but I like to feel that things are done well. More important than that, I
feel an endless need to learn more, to improve, to evolve. Not only to please the coach and the
fans, but also to feel satisfied with myself. It is my conviction that there are no limits to learning
and that it can never stop, no matter what our age.”
Cristiano Ronaldo
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Striving For Coaching Excellence
One of the main reasons our Academy performs at such a high level is the quality of instruction
that every player receives from coaches. Academy coaches have experience teaching and
playing in Europe (many at the professional level), and all have received official coaching
certifications. Unlike other soccer schools, the Academy provides coaching on a private and
semi-private basis. All students are given performance reviews detailing how the player’s game
has evolved over the season, listing out areas for improvement, key strength, areas for future
development. Faly and the coaches meet with each player to deliver the review, so that players
take better ownership for their own development and for coaches to understand player goals
and objectives. The review process helps build a better rapport between coaches and students.
Coaches get to know all of the students, regardless of what programs they may be enrolled
in. Whether a student plays in an Elite Team, Pre-Elite Team, or an After or During-School
Program, students are encouraged to interact with all coaches to maximize their learning and
training experience. The Academy instills “open communication” for all staff, coaches and
students, so that intentions, objectives and goals are clearly understood by all. If a player has
trouble mastering a technique or a play, he is taught to speak up so that others can assist him.
Team work is critical among members, each player realizing that cooperation, coordination and
communication are key ingredients to group success. These are life-long lessons that players
take with them long after they leave the Academy and start their professional careers, inside or
outside the realm of soccer.
Coordination: Body coordination, agility, stamina,
running, jumping and movement patterns

Kicking the ball: Which part of the foot to kick
the ball with, body positioning for kicking the
ball, balance, follow through, tempo, eye / ball
coordination, flight pattern of the ball – lift / drive.
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Controlling the ball: Body positioning and balance
to receive the ball, foot positioning,
cushioning the ball by foot (later by chest and
head), repositioning the ball into play
from initial control.

Passing and Crossing the ball: Both feet, inside
of foot, ouside of foot, floating pass, driving pass,
target passing.

Dribbling with the ball: At various tempo’s; slow
and fast, use of both feet, through obstacles,
across distance, keeping close to body,
maintaining control and rhythm.
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Off The Ball

Here at the Faly Academy, the basic fundamentals of the sport are embedded into the players
understanding of what makes a great team and what can ultimately, make a great player.
Control, pass, move is encouraged consistently, demonstrating the natural flow of the games
definitive progression. From an offensive perspective, supporting your fellow players in
possession of the ball to create the best opportunities for scoring a goal is a core element of
the games foundation. On the other side of the coin, positional play off the ball and maintaining
your shape, a term we use for keeping in the position you were set out to play in, has the same
positive effect from a defensive point of view. In a game over 90 minutes of play, any given
individual will be lucky to have the ball in their possession for more than 7 of those minutes and
therefore, the understanding of positional play cannot be overstated. By fully understanding
and appreciating the structure of how a soccer match comes into being, teaches our academy
players about the primary do’s and do nots of the modern game. Reading the flow of a game
in advance of what’s to come is a two yard advantage over your competitor. The late, great Ray
Wilkins of Chelsea and England International fame, played at the highest level of world soccer
in the English Premiership well into his 40’s simply through his ability to read the game and
position himself on the field where the ball seemingly always navigated towards.

On The Ball

Individualism is not frowned upon; indeed, it is truly encouraged. From a very early age, the
Faly Academy allows the natural talents of a player to shine through which ultimately helps
develop their love for the game. There is tremendous focus on allowing our youngest of
players as much time with the ball as they can muster. It’s about feel, it’s about touch and it’s
about enjoyment. The success that a player achieves with the ball at their feet, be it in attack
or in defense, is an encouragement far beyond what words can say. This of course is where it
probably all begins. Over a very short period of time relatively speaking, a player will often
create their own identity and desire for certain positions on the field of play. This builds a high
level of self-satisfaction and confidence for the individual concerned and the hunger to want
more. Having identified the best attributes of a players talents, those key strengths are once
again encouraged by the Faly Academy and will often become the drive behind a players
personal development, which is closely followed with the application of additional education
and training towards their lesser skill sets, to mould the ultimate player.

Maintaining Possession and Formation

If you can prevent a team from holding possession of the ball, they cannot score. It’s a very
basic principle behind a game that does not need complicating. The Faly Academy ensures
that this message is embedded into every player, before, during and after every match. As
a consequence, all of the Faly teams have a reputation for pressing upon and closing down
the opposition players when they are not in possession of the ball themselves. Discipline with
maintaining the correct formation of all players is extremely important and this effectively
means that each and every player understands their positional play and responsibilities
associated with it.
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Our Philosophy On Progression

In the beginning..........a young player needs to learn to love the game and develop their own
natural unique set of skills. This will not happen with endless hours of physical training without
a ball. The Kindergarten to early school days are blessed with active children who find it hard to
sit still for one moment. There’s plenty of energy and there’s plenty of excitement which can be
channeled and emphasized through enjoyable coaching with the ball. The very basics are drilled
into players to support this fun. If a player can control a ball well, pass the ball well and run with
the ball well, you have the makings of a pretty good player. The better they become, the more
enjoyment they will get out of it. And yes of course, every kid loves to score a goal........so let
them.........from any position! Mini three v three or four v four games are commonly played at
the end of each training session and the players are left to reap the rewards of their efforts.
The youth game is progressively focused towards developing the technical skills and
knowledge of the game in general, with teachable and sensible actions. A stop / start approach
to game training sessions is a method used for demonstrating actions in real time, where
the coach is able to point to obvious ways in which an attack or defense of the ball can be
improved and where other options on the field of play are available to the players. The Faly
Academy recognizes that speed of thought and quick movement of the ball provides a team
with an extra yard of distance or space over the competition, adding an advantage that’s
difficult to overcome. Awareness of other players movements around you and the anticipation
of what will happen next is a key focal point in a players development, totally in line with
training skills. Assisted with our affiliation to BC Soccer and our desire to travel throughout
North America and into Europe, the Faly Academy encourages a truly international flavor into
its portfolio, bringing a bilingual education to the academy which is difficult to appreciate until
experienced. Inevitably, this leads to competition and competition leads to winners and losers.
The Faly Academy holds no shame by openly stating that we prefer to be in the winning circle
at soccer events and a winning mentality is emphatically encouraged through the ranks. Our
belief is that the game is never lost until the final whistle blows. We are proud of our passion
which is upheld in a very dignified manner amongst our peers.
“When people succeed, it’s because of hard work. Luck has nothing to do with success”.
Diego Maradona
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General overview of Faly Academy Programs in alignment
with the BC Soccer Long Term Player Development Plan
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BC SOCCER PATHWAY
ADULT

Stage 6: Training to Win – U21
Faly Academy Provides:
			
			
			
			

YOUTH

Group Development
Elite Player Program
Goalie Development
Private and Semi-Privates
Pre-season Training Program

LTPD Stage 4: Training to Train;
Faly Academy Provides:
			
			
			
			
			
			

Group Development (Bilingual)
Pre–Elite Player Program
Goalie Development
Pre -season training
Tournaments ( Local)
Travel Teams ( US and Europe)
School Program : Class Foote

LTPD Stage 5: Training to Compete; Faly Academy Provides:
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Group Development (Bilingual)
Elite Player Program
Goalie Development
Privates and Semi-Privates
University Recruitment Workshop
Intelligent Athlete Program
Pre-season Training Program
Tournaments (Local)
Travel team (US and Europe)

CHILDREN

LTPD Stage 1: Active Start;
Faly Academy Provides: Pass–Partout – Billingual (M/F)
			
Summer Programs
LTPD Stage 2: Fundamentals;
Faly Academy provides:
			
			
			
			

School Programs – Bilingual
Mid-Day School French Programs
Class Foot during soccer programs for
English, French, Francophone
Summer Programs

LTPD Stage 3: Learning to Train;
Faly Academy Provides:
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

After School Programs (Bilingual)
Mid-Day School French Programs
Class Foot during soccer programs for
English, French, Francophone Current
schools
Pre -elite/ Group Development/ goal 		
Keeper/Private/ semi private
Summer Programs
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The 6 Must Have’s
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attitude
Intelligence
Technical and Tactical Ability (attack, defend, tackle, score)
Athleticism
Enjoyment
Tactical Insight

Attitude: To become a good player, you have to want to be a good player. Far more training,
both physical and mental makes up the majority of the time spent learning the game as opposed to competing in a match on the field of play. This can be gruelling at times, frustrating
and certainly painful. Those who wake up most days looking forward to a session that will help
their development, often stand a much better chance to progress in the game than others.
And once on the field, a positive approach to all circumstances can carry you a long way. Two
down, cold, wet and tired, the head should stay high and the fight should continue to the end
of the game. There’s no such thing as failure whilst learning the game. Mistakes should not be
frowned upon but regarded as a means to identify the requirements for self improvement.
Intelligence: Know where to be and when to be there. Know when you need to lose your
marker or track your opponent. Know when to contain out of possession and know when to
tackle. Know when to pass and where to move. Just a few of the many concepts that make
what we call an ‘intelligent player’. Sometimes the best pass is the shortest pass, maintaining
possession and building a move methodically towards an attack. Positioning on the field of
play to maintain a team’s formation is often referred to as ‘keeping the shape’. A smart players
positioning off the ball is as good as a 2 yard head start over the competition and by reading
the momentum and structure of the game as it develops, the best players will grace the field
effortlessly to the eye.
Technical Ability: So many people play the sport of soccer because all you need is a ball and a
relatively flat area of land to kick it around. And there you have the very basis of the game, so,
looking at this simply, mastering the basics will provide the foundation to a good player. Learning the correct techniques to kick and control a ball from a receiving pass is fundamental to the
early stages of development. Running with the ball (dribbling) and releasing the ball (passing) in
a timely and accurate manner adds to the technical skill set. Defending and attack by the opposition by means of tackling another player on the ball or shooting with both feet and heading
the ball towards goal is actually the principle behind the game itself and therefore provides the
icing on the cake for an accomplished player. The beauty of the game is that every player eventually navigates towards their comfort zone, preferring to play in certain positions on the field
dependent upon the type of skill sets they develop more than others. At a relatively young age,
it is often incredibly exciting to see an excellent defender or an excellent striker in the making.
Athleticism: Players naturally come in all shapes and sizes and therefore, physique plays a large
part in someone’s general fitness capabilities and may determine the most suitable position to
focus towards. Some of the best strikers ever to play on this planet were less than 5’10” and
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made up for their lack of height by focusing on their turn of pace (speed off the mark), quick
feet and nimbleness amongst other larger players around them. And the taller more muscular figures that sometimes lack speed will use their physique to great advantage by positioning their body to protect and shield the ball from others and control the game through this
strength which, coupled with good technique, creates a very formidable player indeed. It’s
important to understand that the senior game of soccer is at least 90 minutes long and it’s important to have a good ‘engine’ to carry you through. Stamina building is therefore encouraged
widely and often becomes the hallmark of some of the greatest teams in the world.
Enjoyment: Here at the Faly Academy, we are obsessed with soccer and it’s therefore hard
to understand why anyone could not enjoy the beautiful game, through good times and bad.
You only have to look around the entire world to identify the effect that soccer has on society,
whether or not you are playing the game or just watching. It truly builds character and moulds
a personality. It captures the imagination of both young and old and the trials and tribulations
of the professional game mesmerize all that follow. The Faly Academy has the desire to share
this passion and it becomes a key performance indicator within our training programs from the
very early years through to the adult game.
Tactical Insight: Incorporates the anticipation, reading and execution of certain clues that
happen during possession and non-possession of the ball.
“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of
all, love of what you are doing or learning to do”.
Pele
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Faly Academy
Youth Soccer Like No Other

The sport of soccer has changed dramatically over the years – the speed of the game is faster;
players cover more distances; team members require more mental concentration. It is the job
of Faly and his team of seven certified soccer coaches to ensure Academy players learn the
fundamentals and that their techniques are carefully honed so that the Academy’s Elite Teams
can compete at the international level.

Faly Academy, operating since 2009, is the only Vancouver soccer academy which sends
three of its Elite teams to Europe every summer to train with world-class soccer coaches
and professional soccer players. Because of the Academy’s special partnership with FC Metz
(France), players learn first-hand, what it is like to train and compete in a professional football
club. Players partake in invite-only educational exchange programs and tryouts at the FC Metz
training center. Elite teams get exposure to strategies and tactics used by European teams
and receive special instruction by the world’s finest youth soccer coaches. They get the chance
to apply their skills by playing in international competitions – a goal for any ambitious youth
player. During the last three years, Faly Academy Elite teams reached the quarter finals in
the 2016 Paris World Cup; semi and quarter finals for the 2017 Paris World Cup; and first and
second place 2018 San Marino Cup.
Faly Academy is an official partner with FC METZ, French Premiere League 1. This partnership
gives our ELITE players the opportunity to receive yearly International trips, invite only
educational exchange programs and tryouts at the FC Metz training center in Metz, France.
Once at the training center, players board at the facility and are under the instruction and
coaching from some of the world’s most elite soccer coaches.

During the 2017 European trip, many players were offered tryouts and two-week International
training exchanges to be part of FC METZ International Youth training program. Two players
from Faly Academy just successfully completed their tryout at the FC Metz Academy in
November 2017, awaiting news regarding playing offers and 2 more are preparing for their
tryouts in the spring of 2018. This April, three U16 players will also be given the opportunity of
a lifetime to train with the FC Metz youth teams.
Each summer, the Academy will take selected Travel teams to Europe. The purpose of our
yearly trips outside of Canada is to provide an opportunity for our players to be seen and
evaluated, exposing them to a challenging and professional training environment, and to
compete internationally. These life-changing experiences allow players to start to become
more independent and gain memories that they will never forget.
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Setting Us Apart

Language, Culture, and a Sense of Community
Faly Academy has a strong sense of community with all our players and their families. Player,
parents and coaches are truly united. Our training approach puts a smile on our players
because we create “nurturing personalized learning” within our community of players.
We believe that a sense of belonging is key to all our player’s success. We welcome any player,
at any level to our academy and there is a pathway of development for everyone. The pace at
which each player develops will vary but no matter what the pace, our coaches will strive to
help each player succeed.

Bilingual

Faly Academy is a bilingual Soccer Academy. The majority of our coaches are French speaking
and can deliver instruction in both French and English.
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Excellence In Sports Medicine And The Intelligent Athlete Program
https://cypressphysio.ca
http://www.activesolutionsmedicine.com

Faly Academy’s attention to the holistic development of every player includes educating
parents and players on athletic health and injury prevention and management. The Intelligent
Athlete Program partners with Cypress Physiotherapy & Health to provide sports health and
nutritional programs for all players. This covers on-field and classroom education series, player
injury-tracking, age and level specific pre-habilitation and injury prevention, and performance
conditioning. For away games, a physiotherapist travels with teams to ensure that injuries can
be prevented and attended to when they do occur.

Under the direction of Sean Campbell, owner of Cypress Physiotherapy & Health, our players
are provided outstanding physiotherapy whether injured or maintaining good physical health.
The goal of the intelligent athlete program is to teach our young athletes to take care of their
bodies.If injured, rehab protocols are customized to each player, yet standardized amongst all
the coaches and therapists. No matter which Faly Academy coach you train under or which
Cypress Physiotherapy & Health practitioner players may visit for treatment, there is alignment
in the philosophy and delivery of excellence in coaching and care. Each player’s injury is closely
tracked, monitored and treated effectively, and “return to play protocols” are strictly followed.
There is constant communication between physiotherapist and coach.
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University Recruitment Workshops

Faly Academy has partnered with Options Solutions to provide our academy’s elite players with
complimentary educational workshops regarding the recruitment process in Canada and the
United States.
Melinda Giampietro, President of Options Solutions (https://www.optionssolutionsed.com),
will host informative workshop sessions which explore the truths and myths of recruitment,
academic preparation, the new NCAA rules, and recruitment timelines. Melinda will highlight
the critical steps required to help ensure that our athletes get themselves “on the board” and
“seen” by U.S. and Canadian coaches.
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